In an operating wind farm, the 10-minute mean power produced depends on the atmospheric conditions and turbine operating states.

Traditional wind farm design packages, when used as simulators of wind farm performance, calculate the power of a wind farm in a statistical approach by binning wind speed and direction for average values of parameters such as stability, turbulence, air density and full availability. The WakeBlaster tool avoids errors associated with such simplification and accurately calculates the performance of a wind farm over any 10-minute period given any atmospheric and operational conditions.

Turbulence intensity alters power output both by increasing wake dissipation and by modifying turbine aerodynamic performance. However, the strongest atmospheric impact on power is due to turbulence. Turbulence intensity alters power output both by increasing wake dissipation and by modifying the shape of the 10-minute power curve. Both effects can be seen in the WakeBlaster simulation in figure 3.

Atmospheric conditions affect power output

Most wind farm performance simulators use either the Jensen (Park) or 2D Ainslie families of models. For the WakeBlaster simulator, a specialized 3D Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) wake model was developed in order to give higher accuracy in complex flow cases. One of the key advantages is that it allows an implicit modelling of superposition of wakes.

Most onshore wind farms have irregular layouts, which need accurate modelling of superposition. In order to validate the superposition in the 3D RANS model, power matrices were calculated for a series of wind farms and compared to observational data as well as to the Jensen and Ainslie models in WindFarmer. Figure 2 shows one particular example of the power output of a single turbine at 8m/s in a sector where it is under the influence of multiple wakes. The results show that the shape of the power matrix is better predicted by the 3D RANS model with implicit superposition.

Shutdown Scheduling Optimisation

In the wind farm operating state, shutdowns and curtailments of individual turbines not only reduce the power of that turbine but also influence other turbines via wake interaction. Furthermore, differing nacelle directions modify power capture due to yaw misalignment and the steering of wakes.

In order to study the effect of independent turbine shutdowns, WakeBlaster was run on a hypothetical wind farm maintenance case study. Results were run on a farm of a 4-by-4 grid of turbines with a 5 diameter spacing in both directions aligned West to East and North to South.

In the hypothetical case, all turbines need to be switched off for maintenance for one hour, and four turbines are shut down simultaneously at any one time — leading to a total of four hours of partial outage. The wind direction is constantly from the West but the wind speed is expected to increase linearly from 6m/s to 10m/s during the same period.

WakeBlaster results show that shutting down turbines by North-South columns rather than by West-East rows will provide more energy yield due to decreased wake effects. WakeBlaster analysis also shows that shutting down the middle columns last (when the wind speed is higher) produces more energy yield than shutting down the middle columns first.
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